American City Business Journals electronic editions

Now available to all George Mason University Students, Faculty & Staff

Now you have access to the most comprehensive coverage of local business news and information from major metropolitan cities across the entire country.

What do digital subscriptions include?

**Digital editions:** Exact digital replicas of all the weekly business journals around the country. Read them online, or print/download selected pages to read on the go. **Features include:** In-depth local business news coverage, Interviews with Top Business Leaders, Top 25 Lists with contact information, People on the Move, Focus sections on topics including Law, Finance, Real Estate, and Health Care.

**Digital Book of Lists:** A digital replica of our most popular business resource. These lists contain the names and contact information of hundreds of rank-ordered companies across dozens of industries and topics. The Book of Lists is an ideal tool to prospect for job opportunities.

**Unlimited access to the online story archive:** Search 10+ years of business journals articles in HTML format from 600+ journalists across the country. Conducting comprehensive research had never been easier.

To access please visit:
www.tinyurl.com/GMU-WBJ